- WHY is EVERYWHERE UNDERSTAFFED? -

- IRONIC considering WORLD POPULATION is as high as ever -

- What does EVERYONE else do ALL DAY? -

- We can't all sit in COFFEE SHOPS for hours on end with our SMART PHONES -

Or can we?
STRAIGHT TO HELL
- The BLUE BIRD of HAPPINESS giving ANXIETY a big hug -
AUTOCORRECT and the BLUEBIRD OF HAPPINESS decide to give the strategy meeting a miss. They eat donuts and watch MURDER SHE WROTE instead.
AUTOCORRECT deleting her

DUCKING emails
Do u still have feelings 4 me?

Yes, disappointment & rage, things like that
BLUE BIRD of HAPPINESS
considering A CAREER BREAK
THEY ARE ON to you RUN

USE WITH CAT: NO, GEE
- BE AWARE -

actually, AWAKE will have to do

PICKPocket
BLUEBIRD of HAPPINESS has GREAT IDEA but is worried it's a bit OLD FASHIONED.
HE'S DONE WHAT!?
I'm Sorry, the BLUE BIRD of HAPPINESS can't take your call right now... please leave your message after the tweet.
Hey are you ever happy?
- DO YOU SELECT ALTERNATE FACT (A) or (B)? -
BLUE BIRD of HAPPINESS is VERY DISAPPOINTED VERY